
Andrea Scarpenti and his love for Murales 
 

 

E: Hi Andrea, please introduce yourself. 

A: Hi, I’m Andrea Scarpenti, a guy from Brescia (Zocco d’Erbusco), who works as a street artist 
creating murales on buildings, walls or whatever involved in urban design. I’m 26 years old and 
I’m specialized in murales of big dimensions and modern painting techniques and solutions with 
special attention to the context, both for content and for aestethic choices. 

 

E: When you started and do you have any inspiration?  

A: Since I was a kid I was inspired by art and how it affect people. My artistic path started while 
studying at Accademia di Belle Arti in Brescia. There I attend a course of techniques of classic 
decorations and I met Walter, founder of Orticanoodles in Milan. We started our collaborations in 
that period and it’s still going on. Orticanoodles taught me a lot regarding murales, techniques and 
art in general. The artistic career is really hard, but I’m doing my best to do something on my own. 

  

E: I know you travelled and created some special things in Asia. Please talk us about 
your experiences. 

A: Our Lab is in Milan, so we work a lot in Italy, but we use to do special things around the world 
too. The one created in Beijing was the most incredible experience ever. We worked so hard for a 
whole month (August).. the three of us in the capital city doing such a big murales studying a 
different culture and taste, that was the best part of the experience. Another very important creation 
I want to mention is the murales in Germany (Selb). We did a chimney full of roses and we worked 
for ten days in a countryside. We worked so much and the weather was really bad, but at the end 
the result was priceless. 

 

E: How you felt during the lockdown? Did you lose your creativity? 

A: At the beginning I felt a little bit lost, because I was not able to move and to work on some walls. 
I was working on a murales in Milan when the pandemic started, so I was obliged to stop and stay 
at home. Staying at home I thought a lot and actually I spent a lot of time working on some 
paintings and I also sold something. Reducing the dimension of the painting meant for me working 
more on the details, so at the end I started thinking more on my style, which I still haven’t defined. 

 

E: Do you think that this global pandemic will have a negative or positive impact on art 
and creativity? 

A: Honestly it’s very interesting to see how everyone is reacting to this situation. We can see 
what’s happening now with all the digital, online, app, communication and social opportunities. In 



a certain way we can consider this scenario a turning point to something better and more socially 
conscious. 

 

E: In conclusion, do you have any advice for all the artists around the world that can 
feel lost in this moment? 

A: I would love to encourage them not to resign but to react. Be stubborn and brave and follow your 
dreams. 


